


Lesson 2

There’s no Place Like Home

“There is no doubt that it is around the family in the home that all the 

greatest virtues, the most dominating virtues of human society, are 

created, strengthen and maintained” – Winston Churchill



Principle 26 from
The 5000 Year Leap

“The core unit that determines the strength of any society is 

the family. The government therefore should foster and 

protect its integrity.”



Promises of the 
Constitution 14.5

How will the return to the original 

constitution affect our families? Families 

will be happier and more stable. We will 

be a nation of moral people who live the 

golden rule. Religious worship can be a 

core family activity. Family time, family 

prayer, and family religious study will 

increase our strength.



Raising a New 
Generation of Patriots

Our homes must be transformed from a 

“dwelling place” to a “growing place” and 

the maker of the home must be elevated 

from maid and cook to creator and 

nurturer. The term “home” becomes 

“Home” when it encompasses a nurturing 

inspiring environment where family 

members can achieve their full potential…”



Dr. Ben Carson



James 1:25

Perfect law of liberty, doers of work 

Galatians 5:13

Been called into Liberty – use not as an occasion but to serve and love on 

another 

Titus 2:4

Young women, be sober, love husband and children

Leviticus 10:11

Teach children statutes which Lord gave Moses 

Deuteronomy 11:19 

Teach your children in your house, when thy walketh, liest down, riseth up



Frederick Douglass
“It is easier to build strong children then to repair 
broken men”



Liberty Begins at Home  
Pillars of Liberty: Faith, Virtue, Patriotism

We are the keepers of the flame. We must do 

everything in our power to pass on the flame, 

make sure it burns bright and then it continues to 

be a light on the hill and a beacon of hope to the 

world. The Constitution is our banner. Raise it 

high. If Liberty is to prevail in America it will be 

because of you!


